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The problem of financially strapped students became the central issue of 
Colleges and universities. The subsidizing of financially strapped students had been 
the macro content of high school students management. The management style of 
students financial assistance  of Colleges and universities is manual stage and office 
tools, which causes low efficiency and quality, Therefore, deciding to use network 
technology and information technology to optimize the design of the management of 
students financial assistance  of Colleges and universities. Analyzing the business 
requirements of students financial assistance management and workflow approval 
deeply, developed a student financial assistance system of Colleges and universities. 
This dissertation analyzes the overall business requirements of student financial 
assistance of Colleges and universities according to the actual work requires of 
Colleges and universities, confirming the overall process of the system, after that 
doing the detailed analysis of system business requirements by UML tools, describing 
the functional requirements and non-functional requirements of system; then 
discussing the system design and system implementation and system test of student 
financial assistance system of Colleges and universities, and analyzing and 
expounding the correlative technology of system. 
The system is based on B/S mode, It requires low for client, system maintenance 
and upgrade is convenient; the development of technology using the MVC framework, 
which makes the system easy to manage and the code has good scalability; system 
based on.NET technology and SQL Server database technology, the system has good 
stability and easy operation. The system implemented the information management 
system, student information management, information management, integrated query 
support management, statistical analysis and management, announcement 
management six function module, This dissertation describes the detailed test jobs of 















function module of the system has reached the expected requirements and the system 
has run condition. 
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